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St Wilfrid’s School - Behaviour Policy 

 
Rationale 

 

We are a living, Christian community, which has high expectations of behaviour to ensure 

that everyone feels happy, valued and respected.  It is important to create a well disciplined 

environment so that effective teaching and learning can take place. 

 

Purposes 

 

 To reflect our Mission Statement in all relationships within the school 

 To set high expectations for behaviour 

 To ensure a clear and positive approach to encouraging good behaviour 

 To establish a common approach to discipline 

 To develop mutual respect for each other 

 To communicate to parents our expectations of behaviour and to support a calm and 

orderly environment 

 To establish familiar routines throughout the school to support a calm and orderly 

environment 

 To establish clear guidelines for sanctions following inappropriate behaviour 

 

Broad Guidelines 
 

 Adults in school are role models for good behaviour 

 All staff are involved in establishing whole school and class routines 

 Good behaviour is acknowledged and celebrated 

 Parents are informed if their child is involved in either a serious incident of 

misbehaviour or repeated misbehaviour 

 A consistent and fair approach is adopted in dealing with all issues 

 When dealing with situations in the playground, lunchtime supervisors may handle 

the situation themselves, refer the matter to a class teacher, the Deputy or 

Headteacher as appropriate 

 Children will be helped to understand the consequences of their actions and 

supported in future improvement 

 Bullying is considered to be repeated behaviour that hurts, persecutes or intimidates 

another child.  Details of how we deal with bullying are outlined in our ‘Anti Bullying 

Policy’. 
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Conclusion 

 

All pupils are encouraged to be caring, tolerant and thoughtful.  Where there is inappropriate 

behaviour we have a firm but fair approach, taking time to discuss with children the effect of 

their actions. 
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